Coating Technology for Inspiring Performance

OUR CUSTOMERS’ PRODUCTS
Polytype Converting delivers a wide range of coating systems for
high-end products, such as:

■ Label Stock and Release Material
Silicone on paper- and filmic liners, adhesive coated and laminated
to face material; Silicones (thermal and UV) on paper and film, one
sided and double sided; Silicone release coating (100% systems,
solvent or water based and UV-curable) on paper or filmic liners.
Inline or offline PSA coating for label stock material

■ Packaging
Various barrier coatings; Protection lacquers on metallized films,
papers and foils

■ Graphics
Various digital graphics display coatings; Primer coatings; Hot
stamping foil

■ Optical
Anti reflective coatings; Hardcoats; Diffuser-, Protector-, Reflector
sheet; PSA coatings on films for optical laminations; Window film
for cars, buildings for light protection and security

■ Electronics
PSA layers for protection films; Various layers for LCD, battery
films, OLED displays; Coatings onto clear – and conductive layers

COMPANY – WHO WE ARE
Polytype Converting is a global supplier of coating technology and coating
equipment for the surface finishing of a wide variety of substrates.
We understand our mission of continually improving our products to better tackle
the new challenges from the industry. This is coating technology for inspiring
performance. Our activities are geared first and foremost towards our customers
and their products.
Polytype Converting is a part of the OLBRICH Group and thus has a strong and
internationally established shareholder pursuing a sustainable growth strategy.
Polytype Converting's customers will benefit in particular from the technical
services and production capacities within the OLBRICH Group.

The well-known former brands OLBRICH CTH, Pagendarm and Polytype Converting
have been merged to become the new Polytype Converting. The new organization
ensures continuity in service and spare parts supply for existing coating lines.

We support customers from our locations in Hamburg/Germany and Fribourg/
Switzerland. Additional know-how is supplied by the colleagues of OLBRICH in
Bocholt/ Germany and our two Technical Centers located in Fribourg and Bocholt.
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HIGH PRECISION COATING SYSTEMS
FOR HIGH-END PRODUCTS

Customized Equipment Provides Advantages

COATING LINES
We know that great technical performance is based on tradition and
innovation — and the competition of ideas.
This is where Polytype Converting places its performances at its best. In the
process, nothing can be achieved without diligence and there is no progress
without innovation!

We at Polytype Converting continue this tradition. We maintain close contact
with our customers for all projects and make their problems into our own until
we can resolve them together.
Technical safety, analytical creativity and continuous partnership are good
preconditions in the project business. Now and in the future.
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PERFECT WINDING PLAYS A CRUCIAL ROLE FOR US

Our winding and unwinding systems fit in any
coating line, shaftless, with winding shafts or fully
automatical and operate with the same high
precision from 0.1 m/min to 1,525 m/min.
They have a solid construction and are equipped with
precise sensor systems – so the winding result is right.
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COATING SYSTEMS
The coating units’ modular design enables changes
in no time at all.
Interchangeable trolleys enable individual units to be
preset outside the machine, which means that trolleys
can be changed with virtually no machine downtime.
Coating accuracies and qualities comply with the
narrowest tolerances in all areas of application.

COMPETENCE AND PRECISION
■
■
■
■
■
■

Modular systems
In-house design and production
Minimum tolerances
Maximum reliability
Premium quality
Sustainable investments

The coating systems are at the very heart of any coating line. That’s why
Polytype Converting uses state-of-the-art design methods and applies minimum
tolerances during production. Each and every Polytype Converting coating unit
benefits from more than 50 years of systems engineering know-how.
The units are used to coat all materials in web form:
■ Coating widths of a few millimeters to several meters
■ Coating weights of 0.1 g/m² to 500 g/m²
■ Coating media with a wide range of viscosities and different solvents
■ Coating speeds of 0.1 m/min to 1,525 m/min
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CONSERVING RESOURCES —
THE RESPONSIBLE WAY TO PERFECT DRYING
Not all dryers are the same. They need to suit you and also your
requirements.
Dryers should have the flexibility to meet the expectations of
today’s fast-paced markets, too. They have therefore become true
all-rounders with state-of-the-art technology and, above all, ever
more effective energy-saving designs.
Polytype Converting has been designing and producing highly
reliable dryers and drying systems for more than 50 years. Every
single component benefits from ongoing further development in
search of ultimate perfection.

Decades of experience combined with a continuous flow of innovations and
improvements ensure our excellent reputation on the market. And all this to our
customers benefit!

Our dryer systems can process the thinnest of films — of 1.5 microns, and up
to a few millimeters thick foamed substrates — and support a wide range of
applications. They can be used in our own lines as well in third-party systems.
We will be happy to tailor a solution to your specific requirements.
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THE STAR OF STARS — SPEED-STAR®
FOR PATENTED PEAK EFFICIENCY
Polytype Converting’s SPEED-STAR® dryer system provides ultimate drying
performance through absolute uniform air and temperature distribution. A
uniform extraction of the process air across the entire working width is ensured
by the principle of central extraction.
The Polytype Converting SPEED-STAR ® dryer benefits from separate air
circulation for the top and bottom nozzle systems.
Its compact design and optimized air guidance ensures stable web transport,
a uniform drying profile and reduced energy consumption. Moreover, substrate
compliant web tensions result in low shrinkage values.

When drying coatings containing solvents, this technology also ensures the LEL
is not exceeded anywhere in the dryer.
Polytype Converting SPEED-STAR® technology has proven itself as an outstanding
solution for demanding drying applications and quality requirements with all
kinds of substrates and coatings.
The excellent drying performance with perfect web flatness and absolutely
uniform drying optimizes reliability in production, quality and cost efficiency.

■
■
■
■
■

Patented air guiding
Precise separation of top/bottom air flows
No lateral air flows in the nozzle field
Perfect drying profile
Energy- and cost-efficient solution

NOZZLES PRIMED FOR ACTION
The optimum configuration for your process.
Correct nozzle selection is vital to achieve a particular result. The various nozzle
configurations have been adapted to the relevant requirements for all types of
coatings during decades of development work with the industry. The nozzles
support different air speeds, temperature profiles and web transport properties.
This enables the appropriate end results and product qualities to be achieved.

Support roll dryer
The roll dryer offers reliable web transport because of
smooth-running support rolls with heat transfer on one side.
■ Air floatation nozzles with support rolls
■ Impingement nozzles with support rolls
■ Twin nozzles with support rolls

Floatation nozzle configuration
The floatation principle ensures reliable web transport with free floatation in a slight
sinus wave and heat transfer on both sides of the substrate. The system is particularly suitable for materials which tend to curl and require low tensions.
■ Air floatation nozzles at bottom and on top
VACUTEX® nozzle configuration
The patented VACUTEX® nozzle system is a perfect combination of support roll
and floatation nozzle. Especially witwh substrates that have a tendency to curl,
the Venturi effect of the VACUTEX® nozzle creates a negative pressure around the
integrated roll. The resulting wrapping effect guides the web optimally through
the dryer. Air flow around the rolls results in completely uniform roll temperatures,
while contact between rolls and the web enables excellent heat transfer. This
means that heat transfer from both top and bottom is possible.
■ VACUTEX® nozzles at bottom with impingement nozzle on top
■ VACUTEX® nozzles at bottom with floatation nozzles on top
■ VACUTEX® nozzles at bottom with twin nozzle on top

Twin nozzle

Air floatation nozzle

Impingement nozzle

■ Perfect temperature distribution
■ Outstanding heat transfer
■ Optimum drying process

VACUTEX®-nozzle
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PERFECTLY CONTROLLED
STEAM GENERATION
Polytype Converting FLUIDEX® ensures that even the driest papers are
moistened effectively. The correct moisture content of paper ensures far less
curl, improved finished reel quality and excellent flatness. Using a remoistening
system before calendering or before the smoothing stations also delivers a
higher gloss level and smoother paper surfaces without damaging the paper
fibers.
The Polytype Converting FLUIDEX® systems are available in different lengths with
single- or double-sided moistening to suit a range of application requirements.
Both sides can be controlled either manually or automatically using separate and
independent control elements. Optional inline moisture measurements installed
throughout the system enable fully automatic operation up to the maximum
moistening rate.
All Polytype Converting FLUIDEX® systems are designed as stainless steel
double-chamber systems. The welded steam feeds ensure a leak-free steam flow.
The adjustable steam barrier at the web infeed ensures uniform moisture
absorption. A vacuum system at the web infeed and outfeed prevents steam from
escaping. Temperature-controlled surfaces prevent the build-up of condensation.
A customized stand-alone unit can be supplied for steam generation or a central
steam generation system can be connected.

■ Optimum paper flatness
■ Uniform moisture distribution in
■
■
■
■

longitudinal and transverse directions
Manual or automatic system control
Improved surfaces with calendering
No condensation at web infeed or outfeed
High efficiency

WE ARE YOUR TECHNOLOGICAL-PARTNER
... FROM THE BEGINNING
Our answer to the requirements of our customers for safety and reliability is also the production process. The quality of the machine is determined here, in-house,
where we ensure the unconditional adherence to schedules that our customers can rely on. And our service assures a lasting partnership. Experienced engineers
identify the spare parts and their fast delivery assure the production performance of your system. This is how we help you to maintain a smooth production process.
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Polytype Converting AG
26, route de la Glâne
1701 Fribourg | Switzerland

Fon: +49 40 2000 869 0
E-Mail: info@polytype-converting.com
www.polytype-converting.com

Fon: +41 26 50519 00
E-Mail: info@polytype-converting.com
www.polytype-converting.com
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